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Abstract. Recent observations of linear polarization at high frequency towards the
galactic center radio source, Sgr A*, place strong constraints on the nature of the radio
emission region. We discuss how these constraints rule out the larger accretion rate
need for low efficiency accretion flows, such as advection-dominated accretion flows,
and we present a toy model which can explain the radio to sub-mm spectrum and
polarization of Sgr A*.
INTRODUCTION
Recent proper motion measurements of stars near the Galactic center have shown
there to be a central mass of 3x 106Af0 located within 0.03 arcseconds of the central
radio source, Sgr A*, with an inferred mass density of ~ 1013M0/pc3 (Genzel et
al. 1998, Ghez et al. 1998, Ghez et al. 2000). The radio source is quite faint,
with a bolometric luminosity of ~ 1037erg/s, so that the mass to light ratio of
the central object is ~ 10~3Z/0/M0. The high mass density and low luminosity
are strong evidence that a black hole lurks at the dynamical center. The accretion
rate of matter by the black hole should be as large as 10~^4~5^M0/i/r (Quataert,
Narayan, & Reid 1999; Coker & Melia 1999). This is rather surprising given the
rather low bolometric luminosity of the point source associated with Sgr A*; the
inferred accretion efficiency is as low as 2 x 10~6. Low efficiency might be achieved
if viscous heating pumps energy into protons, which cannot cool as efficiently as
electrons and proceed to carry their thermal energy into the black hole, a so-called
"Advection-Dominated Accretion Flow" (or ADAF, Ichimaru 1977, Narayan & Yi
1994; Narayan, Yi, & Mahadevan 1995), or if the gas has low angular momentum,
and accretes spherically (Melia 1992). Alternatively, the accretion rate may be
overestimated, or most infalling gas may be driven mechanically outwards by energy
released from the gas which does accrete, either in a jet, wind, or convectively or
magnetically driven outflow (Falcke, Mannheim, & Biermann 1993, Igumenshchev
& Abramowicz 1999, 2000; Stone, Pringle, & Begelman 1999; Quataert & Gruzinov
2000; Narayan, Igumenshchev, & Abramowicz 2000; Igumenshchev, Abramowicz,
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& Narayan 2000, Stone & Pringle 2000). The actual accretion rate onto the black
hole may be as low as 10~9M®/yr.
One possible way to distinguish low and high accretion rates of the matter near
the black hole is to measure the polarization and self-absorption frequency of the
radio emission which is thought to be due to synchrotron-emitting plasma (Bower
et al. 1999b, Agol 2000, Quataert & Gruzinov 2000). Higher accretion rates imply
higher gas densities and magnetic field strengths, leading to more Faraday rotation
which will depolarize the synchrotron radiation and cause a higher self-absorption
frequency. There is no definitive detection of linear polarization or self-absorption
frequency of Sgr A*, consistent with the idea of a high accretion rate. However,
recent tantalizing polarization observations by Aitken et al. (2000, hereafter AOO)
with the SCUBA array reveal that near 1 mm, the radio source may be linearly
polarized, and that the polarization angle changes with wavelength by about 90°,
possibly indicating that the self-absorption frequency occurs around 0.5mm. If
these observations are confirmed with higher angular resolution to avoid confusion
from polarized dust emission, then the polarization will be strong evidence against
a high accretion rate. We discuss synchrotron polarization in section 2, the limits
on the accretion rate in section 3, a toy model which can explain the current
observations (if taken at face value) in section 4, and summarize in section 5.
SYNCHROTRON THEORY
In the synchrotron limit (7 > 1) for an isotropic electron velocity distribution,
some analytic results have been derived, which we now summarize (Ginzburg &
Syrovatskii 1965 & 1969: GS ). For a uniform slab of electrons with a power-
law distribution, dne/d^f oc 7"^ (with 7m^n < 7 <C Jmax such that electrons with
^min and 7max do not contribute to the frequency of interest), we can relate the
magnetic field strength and electron density in the slab to the fluid-frame brightness
temperature and the spectral turnover due to self-absorption. For £ = 2 and a
uniform field B± (projected into the sky plane) we find B± ~ 2T1^2z/i2 G and
rc ~ 3 x 10~2T141z/i27^n, where TH is the brightness temperature in units of 1011 K
at the self-absorption frequency vt = 1012^i2 Hz and TC is the Compton scattering
optical depth of the emission region. For v < z^, the emission is self-absorbed
so Fv oc z^5/2, while above this frequency the emission is optically-thin and Fv oc
i/(1~0/2exp(-z//z/maa:) where vmCLX = WLe^max/(^mec).
In the optically-thin regime, the polarization plane is perpendicular to the mag-
netic field with polarization II = (f + !)/(£ + 7/3), up to 100% for f > 1. In the
optically-thick regime, H = —3/(6£ + 13) (for £ > 1/3); the radiation polarized
perpendicular to the magnetic field is absorbed more strongly than the opposite
polarization, causing the radiation polarized along the magnetic field to dominate,
switching the polarization angle by 90°, which changes the sign of H. Numeri-
cal calculations show that the optically-thick polarization peaks at |H| = 20% for
£ = 1/3, but remains large for 0 < £ < 2.
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To compute the polarization near the self-absorption frequency requires a knowl-
edge of the polarized opacity and emissivity, //_q|,e_j_} | | . For £ = 2, these
can be approximated as (GS): jj,_it\\ — r~l(v/Vt)~~*(\ ± 3/4) and (ej_}||///j_}||) =
25^/9(^/z/t)5^2(13 d= 9)/(4 ± 1) where rs is the size of the emission region, vt
is the frequency for which the total source has an optical depth of unity (i.e.
r — p,rs = l/2(//j_ -f p>\\)rs = 1), St is the source function near the frequency
z/t, and the + or — signs go with the radiation emitted _L or || to the mag-
netic field, respectively. GS then express the polarization and emission for a
slab with uniform magnetic field strength and direction, constant density, and
size rs: IL = (ej_/ jL6_i_)( l - exp(-//j_r5)), /|( = (e\\/n\\)(l - exp(-/^rs)), and
II = (/j_ — /||)/(/j_ + 7||), where /_L,/|| are the intensities (erg/cm2/s/Hz/sr) with
polarization perpendicular and parallel to the projected direction of the magnetic
field on the sky.
For electron distributions which are highly peaked at a single energy (such as
mono-energetic or relativistic Maxwellian) the polarization for v < vt is zero.
The Faraday effect rotates the polarization vector of photons emerging from dif-
ferent optical depths by different amounts, causing a cancellation in polarization
(Agol & Blaes 1996). The differential Faraday rotation angle within the source
scales as A0 = 3.6 x l02SrphotB^-2j^n (Jones & O'Dell 1977), where rphot is the
Compton optical depth of the photosphere. When optically thin, rph0i ~ TC is con-
stant, so rotation is largest at the self-absorbed wavelength. When self-absorbed,
fphot of the photosphere scales as z//2+2, so the differential Faraday rotation angle
oc z//2 (for f > 1/3), again largest at the self-absorption wavelength. The differ-
ential rotation at vt is A0 ~ 1ir9(£)(9bhmin)*hmin, where jmin is the minimum
electron Doppler factor, g(£) is a dimensionless factor of order unity, and 0& is the
brightness temperature in units of mec2/kB.
LIMITS ON THE ACCRETION RATE
The observations of polarization in Sgr A* provide the following constraints on
emission models:
1) The differential Faraday rotation angle near vt must be <C TT.
2) The electron distribution must be non-thermal since the polarization due to
a thermal electron distribution is suppressed when self-absorbed by a factor of
exp(—r). If the beam correction by AOO is correct, then H ~ 12% at self-absorbed
wavelengths, requiring £ < 2.
3) The self-absorption frequency must lie near the change in polarization angle.
4) The component at lower frequencies must have no linear polarization.
5) The magnetic field must be ordered to prevent cancellation of polarization.
These constraints rule out several models proposed in the literature, as will be
discussed in turn.
The low efficiency of an ADAF implies a higher accretion rate and thus higher
density than for a high efficiency flow of the same luminosity and geometrical thick-
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ness. For Sgr A*, an accretion rate of ~ 10 ^4 5^M©/yr is inferred due to capture
of gas in the vicinity of the black hole (Quataert, Narayan, & Reid 1999; Coker
& Melia 1999), which is the value assumed in ADAF models. Assuming that the
gas falls in at near the free-fall speed, one infers an electron density ne = 1010
cm~3ra_5:r~
3/2 and a magnetic field strength of B = 103G?ri_5x~5/4(^/0.1v//),
where x is the radius of the emission region in units of rg — GM/c2, m_5 is the
accretion rate in units of 10~~5M0/yr, and VA/V// is the ratio of the Alfven speed
to the free-fall speed. These values imply a total Faraday rotation angle at the
self-absorption frequency z/< of A0 ~ 104m_5 ^{^(i^/O.lv//). This value is so large
that rotation of the emitted radiation leads to zero net polarization, so ADAFs are
in direct conflict with the observed polarization. Only significant modifications of
the model, such as a reduction in the accretion rate by a factor of 10~3, can reduce
the Faraday rotation angle <C TT. An accretion rate of 10~8M0/yr is consistent with
the observed luminosity if the accretion flow has a higher efficiency ~2%, no longer
"advection-dominated." In addition, ADAF models assume a Maxwellian electron
distribution, which cannot produce the observed switch in polarization angle. Fi-
nally, ADAFs predict a higher self-absorption frequency: Ozel et al. (2000) find
that vt ~ 5 x 1012rh_59Hz, which implies M ~ 4 x 10~7M0/yr to be consistent with
the observed vt ~ 5 x 1011Hz. The accretion rate might be reduced if there is signif-
icant gas lost by a wind or jet (Begelman & Blandford 1999; Quataert & Narayan
1999) or if the Bondi rate is reduced by heating the infalling gas with heat carried
outwards by a convection-dominated accretion flow, or "CDAF" (Igumenshchev &
Abramowicz 1999, 2000; Stone, Pringle, & Begelman 1999; Quataert & Gruzinov
2000; Narayan, Igumenshchev, & Abramowicz 2000; Igumenshchev, Abramowicz,
& Narayan 2000).
The model of Melia (1992) is rather similar to the ADAF model, and thus suffers
the same problems: the high accretion rate implies high density which is inconsis-
tent with the observed polarization.
Beckert & Duschl (1997) considered several 1-zone, quasi-monoenergetic and
thermal emission models for the synchrotron emission. These electron distribu-
tions do not produce a swing in polarization angle by 90 degrees since the polariza-
tion is suppressed when self-absorbed. Their model does produce a self-absorption
frequency near the correct frequency, however. Falcke, Mannheim, & Biermann
(1993) present a disk-plus-jet model which assumes a tangled magnetic field topol-
ogy which would erase any polarization. However, an ordered magnetic field would
be a small change to their model which might bring it into line with the polarization
observations.
TOY MODEL
Now, we attempt to construct a model consistent with all of the data, using
uniform emission regions for simplicity. Typical optically-thin AGN spectra show
£ ~ 2 — 3; since £ = 2 is consistent with the polarization from AOO, we fix £ — 2 in
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our model fits. The model parameters for the polarized component are 5^ — 6 Jy,
i/t = 550 GHz (corresponding to A — 0.55 mm), and vmax ~ SOOOGHz (Figure 1).
To explain the lack of polarization and spectral slope flatter than 5/2, we require
an additional component which is unpolarized and has a cutoff near 1 mm so that it
doesn't dilute the polarization at shorter wavelengths. Since Sgr A* has a spectral
slope of 1/3 at mm wavelengths and appears to have a spectral turnover at 1 GHz,
we model the spectrum as a monoenergetic electron distribution with energy 7
and zero polarization (due to Faraday depolarization or tangled magnetic field)
which becomes self-absorbed at low frequency (Beckert & Duschl 1997). For the
unpolarized component, we find Fv — 1.3(z//z/max)1/3 exp(—zv/z/max)Jy with vmax ~
50GHz, and vt ~ IGHz (Figure 1).
Figure 1 compares the model to the data. To compare the polarization, we have
plotted the Stokes' parameter that lies at 83°. Remarkably, the polarization should
rise to ~ 100% at even shorter wavelengths.
DISCUSSION
Krichbaum et al. (1998) report a source radius of 55yuas at 1.4 mm from VLBI
observations; this corresponds to 19r5. The source size may be smaller at higher
frequencies, but we expect the radius of the emission region to be greater than
the size of the event horizon of the black hole, which has an apparent size of ~
5rp ~ 15//as projected on the sky (including gravitational bending, Bardeen 1973),
so we use an intermediate size in further estimates. The flux of the fitted model at
the self-absorption frequency, vt — 550 GHz, is ~ 9 Jy. This implies a brightness
temperature in the emission frame Tb ~ 1.6 x 1010(rs/10r^)~2r~1 K, where rs is the
size of the source (we have assumed the area of the source is yrr2) and F is the bulk
Doppler boost parameter. For a steeply falling electron number distribution, kT^ ~
^mec
2
 (for f = 2), where ^mec2 is the energy of the emitting electrons, implying
7 ~ lO(rs/Wrg)~2T~l for the electrons at the self-absorption frequency. Using the
formulae from §2, we find: BL = 350(rs/10r9)4FG, rc = 10-*(rs/lQrg)-Br-5, and
7max = 5Q(rs/10rg)-2r-1, implying ne ~ 6 x 106(r5/10rp)-9F-5cm-3. The ratio
of magnetic to rest-mass energy density is B2/(87mempc2) ~ l(rs/10r^)17F9y/2 for
an electron-proton plasma, indicating a relativistic Alfven speed. The Faraday
rotation angle at vt = 5.5 x 1011 Hz is A6> ~ 350(rs/10r9)~4F~27~^n, assuming
B\\ ~ B_L. For rs ~ 10rp, ^min can be as large as 4, reducing A# to 5; for rs ~ 5rp,
7mm can be as large as 20 reducing A# to ~ 0.6. Alternatively, if the synchrotron
emission is due to a pair plasma, Faraday rotation will be reduced by the ratio
of the proton number density to the pair number density. The rotation angle
is further reduced at the observed wavelengths by a factor ~ v/vt. The high
energy cutoff for the electron distribution may be due to synchrotron cooling since
tcool — 8 x 1087~^5~2 ~ 6(rs/10r5)~6F~3 sec, similar to the dynamical time,
ID ~ 13x~3/2 sec. Given the strong scaling of quantities with the unknown rs and
F, the above estimates can only be improved with future observations.
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The unpolarized emission component dominates at ~ 7 mm, where Lo et al.
(1998) measure a source size of ~ 5 x 1013 cm. The self-absorption frequency then
requires 7 ~ 400, B ~ 0.1 G, and ne ~ 4 x 105 cm~3. Though somewhat ad-
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FIGURE 1. Fig. 1: Polarization and spectral energy distribution of Sgr A* compared to model.
The dashed line shows the polarized component, the dotted line the unpolarized, mono-energetic
component, and the solid line the sum of the two. The dot-dash line shows the maximum CDAF
model (assumed to be unpolarized; the total polarization is similar if the CDAF replaces the
monoenergetic component). The diamonds are the data compiled by Narayan et al. (1995), while
the asterisks are the data from Bower et al. (1999a,b) and AGO.
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hoc, this model reproduces the spectrum well. The Faraday rotation parameter
is rather small, so depolarization requires field which is tangled on a scale ~ 100
times smaller than the size of the emission region.
Since the self-absorption frequency occurs at ~ 500/^m, it will be possible to
image shadow of a black hole from the ground using VLBI, providing a direct con-
firmation of the existence of an event horizon (Falcke, Melia, & Agol 2000). Future
sub-mm polarimetric VLBI observations might show rotation of the polarization
angle near the black hole, a general relativistic effect which becomes stronger for a
spinning black hole (Connors, Stark, &; Piran 1980).
This contribution is an abridged version of Agol (2000).
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